The Megica Bubble

Taking a bubble bath at the end of a busy day is the best way to relax. Fatigue will disappear as the bubbles disappear and a beautiful girl undress and step out of the tub. At that moment, you'll feel totally relieved and energized again.

Selection Page
Press left or right of ↑ key to select games
Press A key to confirm and move cursor
Press B key to reverse cursor direction
Press start key to enter Game Page.

Game Page
Press left or right of ↑ key to move images left or right.
Press up or down of ↑ key to speed up.
Press A key to reverse up and down.
Press B key to reverse left and right.
Press down of ↑ key with A or B to apply magic tool.

Rules of the Game

1. There are 4 colors to the bubbles. Every time there will be a group of 4 bubbles that drift upward. Bubbles stop when they hit on object. The bubbles burst as they encounter bubbles of 4 or more with identical color.
2. Bubbles with the word "magic" will be gathered on the upper left hand corner after they burst. They will be grouped according to their colors (red, blue, yellow, green...)
3. Objects that moves upward may penetrate bubbles.
4. Tools:
   1. Transforming Bubble — appear randomly, it turns its surrounding bubbles into the same color.
   2. Magic Bubble — appear on command, make bubbles disappear, color can be selected.

Start & Stop Page
Press A key to confirm. Three chances are given if continue is selected.
Press end to end the game
When the word "stage" appear, you can temporarily halt the game by pressing start then enter your personal pass code (using A for number on right end B for number on left). Press start to resume the game.